I. The Meaning of "Mental."
The word "mental" is highly ambiguous. In the writings and discussions of psychologists ;it is used in two senses: first, as the adjective of intelligence, a noun which in English yields no derivative adjective of its own; and secondly, as the adjective of mind. Mind is now employed to denote the whole structural basis underlying conscious processes, whether that basis be conceived as partly immaterial, and resident in the soul, or as simply physical, constituted solely by the nervous system or at least by those higher circuits of its central portion which we loosely call the brain. For the psychologist, therefore, "mind," and "mental" as the attitude of mind, cover far more than the manifestations of intelligence; they include also the manifestations of character or temperament. These two aspects of human nature the psychology of popular speech has long recognised. It It is with a defect in this inborn general factor that the psycEologist has usually identified mental deficiency. For him in such a phrase, as in the phrase "mental tests" and in similar contexts, the word "mental" is the adjective of "intelligence." This usage is somewhat limited.
It would, as is evident, wholly exclude (i) cases of moral or temperamental deficiency; (2) cases where the defect is not congenital; and (3) cases, congenital or otherwise, where the defect is specific. Indeed, there are many, magistrates as well as mental experts, who, noting the contrast drawn in the Act between "mental defect" and "vicious propensities," and between "moral imbecility," on the one hand, and "idiocy," feeble-mdndedness and more general forms of imbecility, on the other, have inferred that, in the statute-book as well as in the text-book, mental defect has this stricter connotation, and refers to inadequacy of intelligence alone.
Mental Deficiency as an Administrative Concept.
I would, however, strongly urge that "mental deficiency" is, at bottom, not a genuine psychological term at all. It marks a legal or administrative category. The ultimate criterion is social inefficiency. Yet not all social inefficiency is proof of mental defect. The social inefficiency must in turn be traceable primarily to some condition of the mind that is either unborn, or, at any rate, emerges early. But 
